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OF

B

is
for bandage
dressing

Don’t want to fork
out for the
surgeon’s knife — or
those pilates
classes? Women
cannot get enough,
it seems of Herve
Leger’s bodydefining bandage
dresses, which

Trust Traffic, the
funky Barsha
gallery, to bring
over one of Tokyo’s
coolest brands.
Graniph, a T-shirt
brand will have a
pop-up store in the
gallery until
February 15, when it
moves its clever
logo tees (updated
monthly) to a
permanent shop at
Festival City.

Go for supercharged brights,
like a Sretsis dress
(created by three
Bangkok-based
sisters), or just
intensify your
frangrace with a
pop of Jean Paul
Gaultier’s sherbetfizzy Madame.

C

is for
collaboration
Because two
heads are better
than one.
Glamorous Italian
footwear brand
Sergio Rossi has
hooked up with
Puma to rework its
classic designs,
including its 1973
Clyde trainer in lush
hues of lilac.
Available in April.

I

D

is for
dubious
designers
Topshop’s choice
to follow its
successful
collaboration with
Kate Moss (she’s
just done her
seventh collection
for the British
store, available in
Ibn Battuta,
Mercato and Deira
City Centre)?
Christina Aguilera.
Yes, her of the
chaps and crushed
velvet ensembles.
The money’s still
being worked out,
but we wonder: can

K

is
for Nadine
Kanso
Start a
conversation
everywhere
you go in 2009
with one of
Nadine
Kanso’s
modern
Arabic
pieces.
From
S*uce.

J

is for
Josh Goot
This up-andcoming Australian
designer has
described his
trademark style as
“tailored comfort”.
His chic jersey
pieces are perfect
for lounging around
in style at home,
now that staying-in
is the new goingout, thanks to the
credit
crunch.

N

is
for Neoprene

L

is
for liquidity
It seems
designers haven’t
been tuning in to
the Bloomberg
channel recently.
All that business
people can talk
about is a lack of
liquidity, but we
know where to find
it: on the catwalks.
Shimmering liquid
metal had a strong
surge on spring
runways. We
suggest taking
stock of Elie Saab,
Stella McCartney
and Chanel.

M
is Mary

Mary, quite
contrary; how does
your garden grow?
It’s fashionably
messy, thank you
very much,
Christopher Bailey.
His Burberry
Prosum collection
for spring had
loopy, behatted
gardeners in
swathes of
sububan-flowerbed
blooms and
greenhouse tones.
We love the
overgrown jewellery
and dip-dyed
trench.

F H
is
for frills

This feminine
fashion
accoutrement
prettifies all of the
best summer party
dresses from
Aquascutum’s
disco-glam, off-theshoulder navy shift

is for
Hats: an
Anthology
by Stephen
Jones
Two years in the
making, this
blockbuster fashion
exhibition promises
to be the

Nadine Kanso

G

is
for Graniph

is
for intensity

Erdem

FROM
ANIMAL
PRINTS TO
ZAHA
HADID,
TABLOID!
REVEALS
THIS
YEAR’S
HOTTEST
LABELS
AND THE
BEST
PLACES
TO SHOW
THEM OFF

return this year, at
all price points (yes,
even Forever 21 has
a navy blue one),
although you might
want to shell out for
the extra elasthane
in BCBG and Bebe’s
versions. Take the
look to the extreme
or skip the dress
but not the trend
with Guiseppe
Zanotti’s bandage
stillettos. It’s not
just for mummies
anymore.

This talented
Canadian designer,
based in London,
has been spotted
with all the right
people lately —
meeting Karl
Lagerfeld via Anna
Wintour at the Paris
Ritz bar and having
intimate tete-atetes with Oscar
winners Gwyneth
Paltrow and Marion
Cotillard at Notting
Hill’s chichi Electric
Cinema. His
beautiful, redcarpet-ready satin
cocktail dresses (as
worn by the likes of
Keira Knightley and
Thandie Newton)
are the highlights of
London Fashion
Week. So, how long
before he ups sticks
and joins the big
guns in the grander
fashion arenas of
Paris or New York?

Luella

FASHION

is
for Erdem

most fascinating
display of millinery
ever staged.
Curated by the
celebrated
milliner Stephen
Jones, who
recently won
Outstanding
Achievement in
Fashion Design at
this year’s
British Fashion
Awards, Margot
Fonteyn’s
favourite Dior
cloche and
Marlene
Dietrich’s
signature
beret will be
among the
300
toppers,
which will
go on
show at
the
Victoria &
Albert Museum
in the UK
(February 24-May
31). Can’t travel so
far? Let Marc
Jacobs take you on
a trip to a gentler
age with his Mary
Poppins boaters.

Elie Saab

TO

E

to Temperley’s
flouncy floral gowns
and, best of all,
tiered minis and
knee-length
dresses by Luella.

Josh Goot

AZ
Herve Leger

Christopher Kane

Striking zebra,
ocelot, tiger and
giraffe patterns
have stalked the
catwalks for so
many seasons that
animal prints are
now considered as
classic as stripes. A
candy-coloured,
spotted-leopard
cashmere jumper
from Christopher
Kane’s tropicalthemed Me Tarzan,
You Jane springsummer show is the
print to have for
2009.

you even do the
look without
platinum hair?
Another
questionable
pairing also calls
into question a
need for wigs: Amy
Winehouse’s desire
to team up with
chav’s favourite
Fred Perry, to
design a line of polo
shirts. Amy
Winehouse doing a
line? Well I never...

Marc Jacobs

A

is
for animal
prints
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Marc Jacobs
ingeniously
resurrected this
synthetic rubber,
most often
associated with
dodgy 1980s Body
Glove wetsuits and
bikinis, into
desirable totes in
eye-popping shades
of neon orange and
hot pink for Louis
Vuitton’s Cruise
2009 collection.
Perfect for Sandy
Lane this winter
and St Tropez come
summer.

O

is
for theoutnet
.com

Masterminded by
Natalie Massenet,
founder of luxe
retailer Net-aporter.com, this
online fashion outlet,
which stocks
designer labels at
heavily reduced
prices, promises to
be the recessionista’s
shopping paradise.
Massenet is keeping
details top secret but
she describes
theoutnet.com as a
site her customers
can “call their own”.
Happy surfing from
February, when
theoutnet.com goes
live.

